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Coupled-channel effects due to coupling of charmonia to the charmed and anticharmed mesons are of
current interest in heavy quarkonium physics. However, the effects have not been unambiguously estab-
lished. In this Letter, a clean method is proposed in order to examine the coupled-channel effects in
charmonium transitions.We show that the hinderedM1 radiative transitions from the2P to1P charmonia are
suitable for this purpose. We suggest to measure one or more of the ratios ðh0c ! cJÞ=ð0cJ ! cJ0Þ
and ð0cJ ! hcÞ=ð0cJ ! cJ0Þ, for which highly nontrivial and parameter-free predictions are given.
The picture can also be tested using both unquenched and quenched lattice calculations.
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Thanks to various experiments world-wide, our knowl-
edge of the physics of heavy quarkonium has been greatly
enriched in the last decade. New charmonium(-like) states,
including the hc and 
0
c2 as well as the so-called XYZ
states, were observed. Most of the XYZ states are above
the open-charm thresholds, and do not fit the expectations
from the quark model. Hence, it is of current interest and
high importance to investigate the coupled-channel effects,
originating from the coupling of c c to charmed-meson–-
anticharmed-meson channels, in charmonium physics. So
far, these effects have not been established unambiguously,
though evidences exist, see, e.g., Refs. [1–3] for transitions
between charmonia and Refs. [4,5] for spectroscopy. This
Letter is devoted to a clean way of examining the coupled-
channel effects. For this purpose, we propose to measure
one or more of the ratios ðh0c ! cJÞ=ð0cJ ! cJ0Þ
and ð0cJ ! hcÞ=ð0cJ ! cJ0Þ, for which highly
nontrivial predictions will be made.
At the hadronic level, one may consider the coupling of
heavy quarkonium states to open-flavor mesons and anti-
mesons using effective Lagrangians, and take into account
the coupled-channel effects by calculating intermediate
heavy meson loops. Because the difference between the
mass of a heavy quarkonium and heavy meson–antimeson
thresholds is small, the intermediate heavy mesons are
nonrelativistic with velocity v 1. Based on this observa-
tion, a nonrelativistic effective field theory (NREFT) was
proposed [1,6,7]. It was found that the transitions between
two P-wave charmonia with the emission of one pion are
completely dominated by the coupled-channel effects with
an enhancement of 1=v3 in the decay amplitude in con-
trast to the multipole contribution [1]. Here we find that the
hindered M1 transitions from a 2P to a 1P charmonium is
also dominated by the coupled-channel effects. Because
these two types of transitions cannot be directly connected
to each other, only when both of them are dominated by the
coupled-channel effects, nontrivial predictions can bemade
in the framework of NREFT. Consequently, the measure-
ments of hinderedM1 transitions from P-wave charmonia
provides a good opportunity for examining the coupled-
channel effects in charmonium transitions.
There are several nice features of the hindered M1
transitions of P-wave charmonia for investigating the
coupled-channel effects of open-charm mesons.
(i) First of all, these transitions are expected to be
dominated by the coupled-channel effects. On one hand,
in quark models, the decay amplitude for anM1 transition
between two heavy quarkonia is proportional to the overlap
of the wave functions of the initial and final quarkonia
(see, e.g., [8]),
M1 / jhc fjc iij2E3; (1)
with c iðfÞ being the wave function of the initial (final)
heavy quarkonium, and E the photon energy in the rest
frame of the initial particle. For transitions between a 2P
and a 1P state, if the charmonia are purely c c states, the
overlap is nonzero only because of small relativistic cor-
rections. The statement can be made model-independently
using the potential nonrelativistic QCD [9]—the leading
contribution vanishes [10]. Hence, the transition amplitude
would start from Evc=mc, where vc andmc are the charm
quark velocity and mass, respectively, and the factor 1=mc
accounts for the spin-flip. Indeed, the transition rates are
very small in quark model calculations—at the largest of
the order 1 keV [8]. On the other hand, because the leading
coupling of a P-wave charmonium to a charmed-meson
and anticharmed-meson pair is in an S wave, the decay
amplitude through intermediate charmed-meson loops as
shown in Fig. 1(a) scales as
A ðaÞ  v
5
ðv2Þ3
E
mc
¼ E
mcv
; (2)
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where v5 and ðv2Þ3 account for the nonrelativistic loop
measure and three nonrelativistic propagators, respec-
tively, and E comes from the P-wave coupling of the
photon to charmed mesons. The factor of 1=mc is again
due to the spin-flip [more details will be given below
Eq. (8)]. In addition, the amplitude is proportional to the
electric charge e and the product of coupling constants of
the 1P and 2P states to the charmed mesons. Yet, there is
no suppression analogous to jhc fjc iij2 because the initial
and final charmonia, though having different principal
quantum numbers, do not couple to each other directly.
Instead, they couple through intermediate charmed me-
sons, and there is no similar suppression for such cou-
plings. Note that v in Eq. (2) will not approach 0 even
when the charmonium mass overlaps with the charmed-
meson threshold, since it should be understood as the
average of two velocities corresponding to the two cuts
in the three-point loop. (ii) The triangle hadronic loops
involved in the transitions are convergent in the nonrela-
tivistic framework. Therefore, we do not need to introduce
a counterterm. On the contrary, similar loops for the M1
transitions of S-wave charmonia are divergent so that
similar statements cannot be made there. This is another
nice example of the important role of such diagrams in
hadron physics, see, e.g., the classical work on neutral pion
photoproduction off nucleons [11] or the more recent in-
vestigation of the large isospin violation in the decay
ð1405=1475Þ ! 3 [12]. (iii) Because the leading cou-
pling of charmed and anticharmed mesons to the P-wave
charmonium is in an S-wave, there is no derivative in such
vertices. Hence the two-point loop with the four-particle
contact term cJD
ðÞ DðÞ, as shown in Fig. 1(b), is not
related to that in Fig. 1(a) by gauge symmetry. It can be
treated separately. Being gauge-invariant by itself, the
four-particle contact term should contain the electromag-
netic field strength F for the photon. Hence, the corre-
sponding vertex is proportional to the external momentum
of the photon. The amplitude for the diagram scales as
A ðbÞ  v
5
ðv2Þ2
E
mc
¼ vE
mc
: (3)
One sees that it is two orders higher in the meson velocity
counting than the diagram Fig. 1(a), and hence can be
neglected at leading one-loop order. (iv) As will be shown
later, the two-loop diagrams (c) and (d) are also suppressed
compared with (a).
The coupling of the P-wave charmonia to the
charmed and anticharmed mesons is described by the
Lagrangian [13]
L  ¼ i g12 Tr½
yiHai Ha þ H:c:; (4)
where g1 is the coupling constant of the 1P charmonium
states (g01 will be used for the 2P states), Ha ¼ ~Va  ~þ
Pa and Ha ¼  ~Va  ~þ Pa are fields annihilating
charmed and anticharmed mesons, respectively, with ~
the Pauli matrices and a the light flavor index. The two-
component notation introduced in Ref. [14] is used here,
which is convenient for processes with negligible recoil
effect (less than 1% for the processes considered in this
Letter). The P-wave charmonia are collected in the spin-
multiplet
i ¼ j

ijc2 
1ffiffiffi
2
p ijkkc1 þ
1ffiffiffi
3
p 	ijc0

þ hic: (5)
The magnetic coupling of the photon to heavy mesons is
described by the Lagrangian [14,15]
L ¼e
2 Tr½H
y
aHb ~  ~BQabþ eQ
0
2mQ
Tr½Hya ~  ~BHa; (6)
where Bk ¼ ijk@iAj is the magnetic field, Q ¼
diagf2=3;1=3;1=3g is the light quark charge matrix,
and Q0 is the heavy quark electric charge (in units of e).
The first term describes the nonperturbative physics of the
light quarks, while the second term is the magnetic cou-
pling of the heavy mesons and hence is proportional to
1=mQ. Although the photon can also couple to the heavy
mesons through gauging the kinetic energy term, this
vertex does not contribute to the magnetic transitions.
Because the cJ states are easier to be detected than the
hc, and 
0
c2 has been observed, we will calculate the decay
widths of the hindered M1 transitions h0c ! cJ and
0c2 ! hc. Results for the other hindered M1 transitions
of the P-wave charmonia can be easily obtained using the
same method. Denoting the charmed-meson connecting
the initial charmonium and the photon as M1, the one
connecting two charmonia as M2, and the other as M3,
we specify the triangle loops by [M1, M2, M3].
Considering both the pseudoscalar and vector charmed
mesons, possible loops for these transitions are listed in
Table I (see also Ref. [1] for details).
The decay amplitude for each transition can be ex-
pressed in terms of the scalar three-point loop function
(b) (c)(a) (d)
FIG. 1. Possible triangle (a) and two-point (b) loops for the
radiative transitions. (c) and (d) are two typical two-loop dia-
grams. The double, solid, wavy, and dashed lines represent
charmonia, charmed mesons, photons, and pion, respectively.
TABLE I. Possible loops contributing to each transition. The
charge-conjugated ones and the flavor labels are not shown for
simplicity.
h0c ! c0 [D D, D], [D, D, D], [D, D, D]
h0c ! c1 [D, D, D], [D, D, D], [D, D, D]
h0c ! c2 [D, D, D], [D, D, D]
0c2 ! hc [D, D, D], [D, D, D]
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IðqÞ  i
Z d4l
ð2Þ4
1
ðl2 m21 þ iÞ½ðP lÞ2 m22 þ i½ðl qÞ2 m23 þ i
; (7)
where P and q are the momenta of the initial particle and the photon, respectively, miði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ are the masses of the
particlesMi in the loop. The analytic expression can be found in Refs. [1,16]. The amplitude for the transition 0c2 ! hc
reads
Að0c2 ! hcÞ ¼
4ieg1g
0
1
3
ijk"klð0c2Þ

qi"jðÞ"lðhcÞ




þ 4
mc

Iðq;D; D; DÞ þ


 2
mc

Iðq;Ds ; Ds ; DsÞ

þ ½qi"jðhcÞ"lðÞ þ ql"iðhcÞ"jðÞ


 4
mc

Iðq;D; D; DÞ 


þ 2
mc

Iðq;Ds ; Ds ; DsÞ

; (8)
where the loop function has been written as
Iðq;M1;M2;M3Þ. The charge-conjugated channels are
taken into account. (They were not considered in
Refs. [1,6,7,17]. Hence all the loop amplitudes therein
should be doubled, and the decay widths from the loops
should be multiplied by 4. All ratios remain unchanged.)
The amplitudes for the other transitions can be obtained
similarly.
Since the spin direction of the c or c quark should be
flipped in the M1 transitions, the decay amplitude should
vanish in the heavy quark limit. It is nonzero only because
of the Oðm1c Þ spin symmetry breaking effect. One easily
sees there must be nonvanishing contributions from the
second term in the Lagrangian Eq. (6). In fact, the first
term, to be called the 
 term in the following, also con-
tributes at the same order though m1c is not explicit in the
amplitude. Let us look at the decay amplitude given in
Eq. (8). The 
-term contribution would vanish were spin
symmetry a good symmetry; i.e., different loops propor-
tional to 
 cancel each other exactly if the hyperfine
splitting between vector and pseudoscalar charmed mesons
MDðsÞ-MDðsÞ is tuned to zero. The surviving part is due to the
nonvanishing hyperfine splitting which is of order m1c .
Because the expansion parameter in the NREFT v ’ 0:4
is not small, the results should have sizeable uncertainties.
This can be seen by analyzing the power counting of the
decay amplitudes for certain two-loop diagrams. In
Ref. [16], it is argued that vertex corrections due to pion-
exchange is suppressed, so that the largest two-loop
contribution comes from diagrams shown in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d). The diagram (c) contains four nonrelativistic
charmed-meson propagators and one relativistic pion
propagator. Each momentum is of order MDv, so that
each propagator scales as 1=v2 in the velocity counting.
The photon vertex comes from gauging the charmed-
meson–pion-axial coupling; hence, it contributes a factor
of g=F with g and F being the axial coupling constant
and pion decay constant, respectively. The charmed-
meson–pion axial coupling is in a P wave. Because this
is the onlyP-wave vertex in the diagram, it should scales as
the photon momentum, and the vertex is proportional to
Eg=F. Therefore, the decay amplitude for the diagram
shown in Fig. 1(c) scales as
A ðcÞ  ðv
5Þ2
ðv2Þ5
g2
ð4Þ2F2
E
mc
M2D ¼
E
mc

gMD


2
; (9)
where the factor 1=ð4Þ2 appears because there is one
more loop than in the one-loop case, and the chiral sym-
metry breaking scale is  ¼ 4F. In order to compare
with Eq. (2), a factor of M2D is introduced, with MD being
the charmed-meson mass, to make the whole scaling have
the same dimension as that in Eq. (2). The value of the axial
coupling constant g ¼ 0:6 can be determined from
ðD ! DÞ [18,19]. Numerically, one has gMD= ’
1. The diagram (d) has the same scaling as (c). This can be
seen easily because the one more propagator in (d) is
balanced by two more P-wave vertices. Therefore, the
two-loop diagrams are effectively suppressed compared
with Fig. 1(a) by a factor of v ’ 0:4.
In numerical calculations, we use the central values of
all measured masses [19]. The value of 
 is not precisely
known. Here, we take the value 
1 ¼ 276 MeV deter-
mined withmc ¼ 1:5 GeV in Ref. [14]. In fact, the precise
value of 
 is not important. A change of 
1 from 276 to
376 MeV only causes a change in the decay width of less
than 10%. Hence, the decay width for the 0c2 ! hc is
ð0c2 ! hcÞ ¼ ð10:7 4:3Þ
ðg1g01Þ2
GeV2
keV; (10)
where a 40% uncertainty has been assigned to account for
higher order effects. Because the cJ and hc are below the
open-charm thresholds, the coupling constant g1 cannot be
measured directly through the decays of the P-wave
charmonia. Similarly, since the only established 2P
charmonium 0c2 is below the D
 D threshold, g01 is also
not known yet. In order to obtain an order-of-magnitude
estimate of the branching fraction for the decay 0c2 !
hc, we take a model value g1 ’ 4 GeV1=2 [13]
(The value of g1 as defined in Eq. (4) is twice of that in
[13]). For g01, we resort to quark model calculations of the
decay widths of 0cJ and h0c. From the results in the
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nonrelativistic potential model in Ref. [8], we get g01 ¼
0:5 . . . 1:3 GeV1=2. From the results in the Cornell
coupled-channel model [4], we get g01 ¼
0:7 . . . 1:2 GeV1=2. Hence, one may take g01 ’
1 GeV1=2 as an estimate. Thus, we get the estimate
ð0c2 ! hcÞ ¼ Oð170 keVÞ, which is much larger than
the quark model prediction 1.3 keV [8]. This is consistent
with the analysis made above that the transitions are domi-
nated by the coupled-channel effects. The width of the 0c2
was measured to be ð24 6Þ MeV [19]. Hence, the
branching fraction for the M1 transition 0c2 ! hc is
B ð0c2 ! hcÞ ¼ Oð1	 102Þ: (11)
A future observation with comparable branching fraction
would strongly indicate the dominance of coupled-channel
effects in the transition. Similar predictions can be made
for the other M1 transitions of P-wave charmonia. The
results for the widths of the transitions h0c ! cJ are
shown in Fig. 2(a) as a function of the unknown mass of
the h0c. They should be understood to have an uncertainty of
about 40%. One sees that the partial widths of these
transitions are of the same order as ð0c2 ! hcÞ, and
are typically of Oð100Þ keV if using the same model
estimates of g1 and g
0
1 as above, much larger than the
results in the potential model [8].
More interestingly, nontrivial parameter-free predictions
can be made for the ratios of the partial widths of these
hinderedM1 transitions to those of the transitions between
two P-wave charmonia with emission of one pion. In
Ref. [1], it is shown that the latter transitions are also
dominated by the charmed-meson loops. The one-loop
and largest two-loop diagrams scale as q=v
3 [1] and
ðq=v2ÞðMDE=2Þ [16], respectively, where qðEÞ is
the pion momentum (energy), and the charged and neutral
charmed-meson difference  describes the isospin break-
ing. One sees that the one-loop diagrams dominate over the
two-loop ones. The decay amplitudes and decay widths for
the single-pion transitions have been calculated in Ref. [1].
Here we only compare the M1 transitions with the decay
0c2 ! c10. The width was predicted in Ref. [1] as
ð0:29 0:10Þðg1g01GeVÞ2 keV. The right panel of Fig. 2
shows the parameter-free predictions of the ratios ðh0c !
cJÞ=ð0c2 ! 0c1Þ as a function of the mass of the h0c.
Such predictions can only be made when both processes
are loop-dominated because only in this case the decay
amplitudes are proportional to the same product of cou-
pling constants g1g
0
1. Were they multipole-dominated, an
unknown matrix element of gluon operators would be
involved in the transition 0c2 ! 0c1 so that the process
cannot be directly related to the hindered M1 transitions.
Even though the uncertainty of these predictions is size-
able, they are markedly different from potential model
calculations.
In this Letter, we argue that the hinderedM1 transitions
of P-wave charmonium are dominated by the coupled-
channel effects. The conclusion is supported by numerical
calculations. With a reasonable estimate of the unknown
coupling constants, the results turn out to be much larger
than those obtained in the quark model. Parameter-free
predictions are made for ratios of partial widths of two
completely different types of charmonium transitions: the
hindered M1 transitions and single-pion transitions of the
P-wave charmonia. The P-wave charmonia considered
here are assumed to be c c states so that they are organized
as in Eq. (5). If their coupling to the charmed mesons
becomes resonant, renormalization is necessary (see, e.g.,
Refs. [20,21]). In that case, the resulting widths for the
hindered M1 transitions should still be much larger than
the results were the transitions not dominated by the
coupled-channel effects, since a resonant coupling tends
to enhance the widths further. Experimental efforts on
measuring the transitions suggested here are needed to-
wards understanding the coupled-channel effects in the
charmonium transitions. In fact, the existing technologies
of lattice calculations of the heavy quarkonia radiative
transitions [22–24] are well ready to test the picture pre-
sented in this Letter: if the hindered M1 transitions of the
P-wave charmonia are dominated by the coupled-channel
effects, the results of simulations with dynamical light
quarks should be significantly larger than those in the
quenched approximation.
We further notice that the hinderedM1 transitions of the
S-wave charmonia are not well suited for studying the
coupled-channel effects. This is because for these transi-
tions the charmed-meson loops are divergent. While the
divergence of the triangle diagrams scales as Oðv0Þ in
the velocity counting, the finite part scales as OðvÞ. The
divergence must be absorbed by a counterterm. However,
the counterterm cannot be determined from elsewhere.
Hence, parameter-free predictions analogous to those
made in this Letter is not possible.
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